About storing

ART
and the art

of storage

Conditioned storage:
the new standard in art storage

Are you looking for safe art storage under

Advanced security techniques help to

optimal conditions?

ensure that even the most valuable

Katoen Natie Art offers the best solutions in

artworks have a safe home.

the market. Conditioned units (20 °C and
52% relative humidity, without seasonal

Katoen Natie Art guarantees you flexibility.

fluctuations) can be customised entirely

It is easy to deposit and take out works

for your collection. The filtered and purified

from the art storage. Every request is dealt

air creates a stable climate aimed at long-

with individually in order to offer the best

term storage. The loading and unloading

solution.

zone is also conditioned and accessible
for trucks up to 20 metres.
The depots feature the latest pest control
technology. Permanent checkpoints are
regularly inspected, evaluated and
replaced.
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Non-conditioned storage with private rooms

The non-conditioned depot at
Katoen Natie Art offers a guaranteed
stable indoor climate and there is space
for a wide range of collections.
If so desired, your works of art can be
placed in an entirely separate room.
Private rooms are not accessible to other
depositors and guarantee you extra
security.
Private rooms are available from 20 m²
and are built to the client’s specifications.
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Customised storage for your collections

Paintings, wooden sculptures, plastic

Specially designed racks ensure that your

sculptures, textile collections, works on

paintings are entirely safe. Each rack

paper, etc.: every collection needs its

(44 m² hanging space) is optimally used

own specific storage.

and protected from other collections. The
racks can be individually locked and used

Katoen Natie Art customises its depots

flexibly. We always know the location of

for your collections.

each work of art by means of a digital
inventory system.

Textile collections are hung with
the greatest care and fragile objects

Katoen Natie Art combines 160 years of

are placed on acid-free material.

logistics know-how with the latest

Each work is treated in its own, unique

developments in art storage.

manner.

We guarantee that every work of art will
be stored in an optimal manner for a short
or long period.
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Want more information?

Would you like more information or
an exploratory chat or tour of a
Katoen Natie Art depot?
Please contact us.
Katoen Natie Art is ready to store
your works of art or collections in a
professional manner and to support
you with additional services.

2060 Antwerp
Belgium
Tel. +32 (0)3 221 68 11
Fax +32 (0)3 221 68 10
info@katoennatie.com
www.katoennatie.com

14138

Van Aerdtstraat 33

www.sprengers.be
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